
Carbon Gardening: A Dirt Simple Solution to Climate Change 
Video Resource Scripts 

Video Title - Carbon Cycle 101 

Script: Did you know you can help slow down climate change in your own yard by carbon gardening? We’re going 
to tell you how, but first let’s talk a bit about carbon. Carbon is the building block of life – everything alive, or that 
ever has been alive, is made in part of the element Carbon. There’s carbon in us, in animals, plants and fungi. 
There’s carbon stored in the soil. There’s carbon in the air in the form of carbon dioxide, or CO2 – it comes from 
the breath we exhale, from organic matter as it decomposes, and from burning materials that have carbon in them 
(like gas, coal and wood). It doesn’t stay in these forms forever – carbon moves through a cycle. For example, we 
breathe in oxygen [inhale] and breathe out CO2 [exhale]. Plants use water and energy from the sun to essentially 
breathe in that CO2, create oxygen, and then store the carbon in their bodies and root systems, and also in the soil. 

As you may know, when carbon is a gas – CO2 – it contributes to the greenhouse effect, which heats the planet, 
impacting both climate and weather. But when carbon is locked up in biomass – plants and animals, – or in the soil, 
it doesn’t have that impact. The more carbon we have in biomass and soil instead of in the air, the more we slow 
down climate change. 

Imagery: garden shots; Canva footage of campfire, fossil fuel infrastructure; simple graphic of carbon cycle 

 [About 1:30min] 

Video Title - What is a Carbon Garden? 

Script: A carbon garden is a landscape that draws down and stores more carbon from the air than it releases into 
the air. That drawdown process is sometimes referred to as “carbon sequestration.” This has a lot to do with the 
plants and the condition of the soil in the garden, but it also has to do with the materials brought in from outside 
the garden and the way the garden is maintained. So why is that important? The more carbon we have stored in soil 
and biomass rather than in the air, the more we can slow down climate change. But there are so many other benefits 
to carbon gardens! Having more organic matter -- that is, more carbon – in soil, means healthier soil. Healthier soil 
means healthier, more productive plants. Healthier plants make for better habitat for wildlife, and usually for more 
beautiful gardens. Healthy, carbon-rich soil can store more water, helping to minimize droughts. It also needs fewer 
inputs like harmful synthetic fertilizers, which not only saves you time, money and energy, but also helps to 
protect  the Russian River Watershed... a watershed is all the land that drains into a particular body of water, for 
example the Russian River. Oh – and healthy, carbon rich soils grow healthy plants that are able to draw down more 
carbon! The list goes on! 

So how do we grow carbon gardens? Stay tuned for the next video to find out. 

[About 1:30min] 

Imagery: garden shots, close ups on healthy, mostly native plants, wildlife in the garden 
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Video Title - How to Carbon Garden 

Script: So you want to grow a carbon garden to slow climate change! Wonderful! Here are some best practices to 
set you up for success: 

1.       Minimize soil disturbances - there are trillions of soil organisms living in healthy soil. When we disturb them, 
CO2 is released. Let them thrive in peace by minimizing tilling and digging; Image: hands holding diverse soil life 

2.       Cover your soil - leaving exposed soil allows it to dry out and be eroded by wind and water; instead make sure to 
cover it with living plants AND...Image: someone covering bare/ cracked dirt with compost and mulch; maybe 
showing the sheet mulching practice? 

3.       Apply compost and mulch - Mulch and compost protect soil, and they add more organic matter and nutrients to it 
as they decompose! Image: different types of mulch that can be applied, including fallen leaves 

4.       Plant biodiversity - plants thrive in diverse communities, just like people! You want a diversity of species but 
also of plant types -- trees, shrubs, grasses and so on. Bonus points for including a diversity of regionally 
appropriate plants like Mediterraneans and CA native plants. Image: close up of pollinators on flowers; 

5.       Plant CA natives - native species have a deep relationship with local soils. Native woody perennials, shrubs and 
trees are especially good for drawing down carbon. Image: native plant gardens; emphasis on trees, woody shrubs 
and native bunch grasses; 

6.       Water properly - just like us, plants and soil are at their best when properly hydrated. Be sure to use plants that 
thrive in our climate and group them by water needs to make watering easier and to avoid overwatering. Image: 
drip irrigation on diverse landscape; healthy plants with proper mulching practices 

7.       Avoid synthetic chemicals and fertilizers - these inputs will deteriorate your soil’s health and make your garden more 
dependent on their use in the future.  They can also cause pollution of nearby waterways and habitat downstream 
from your garden during storm events. Image: sad plants, pollution in streams, weeds?  

8.       Avoid external inputs - ideally, a carbon garden is what we call a closed-loop system. Everything it needs to 
survive and thrive comes from within! Make your own compost! Use all those fallen oak leaves as mulch! Get 
creative! Image: using chop and drop to support mulching, making a compost pile, etc. 

To learn more about these practices stay tuned for upcoming videos. 

[About 2mins] 

 

Video Title: Nurture Your Soil 

Script: Soil is ALIVE -- In one teaspoon of healthy soil there are more microbes than there are people on the 
planet!  Soil life is deeply tied to plant health, the water cycle, and to regulating climate change; by protecting soil 
life, we are protecting a lot! So how do we protect soil? 

Soil life doesn’t like being broken apart or exposed to sunlight or wind. It doesn’t like getting dried out, but it 
doesn’t like being too wet, either. It’s important to know how much water your plants need throughout the year, 
and to give them as close to that amount as you can. Not too little, not too much.  

Try to minimize disruptions like tilling, and even digging, whenever you can. Use a broadfork instead of a tiller if 
your soil is compacted. “Chop and Drop” your weeds - that is, cut them up into pieces before they set seeds and 



use them as mulch, rather than pulling them out roots and all. Plant more perennials than annuals to provide deeper 
roots to help break up the soil.  

The best materials for shielding your soil from harsh elements, aside from living plants, are: organic compost, 
composted wood chips, and leaves from your yard -- they’ll also make your plants healthier! These materials add 
organic matter (that is, carbon) to your soil, they regulate temperature, they help your garden hold onto a lot more 
water between irrigation cycles and rainfall events, and they act as a shield from heavy rains, erosive wind, and 
drying sunlight. 

It’s also important not to harm the life in your soil with synthetic chemicals and fertilizers – but more on that later 
[1:30] 

Imagery: a teaspoon of soil; mulching; composting; drip irrigation, someone using a broadfork 

 

Video Title - What to Plant in Your Carbon Garden 

Take a look at this giant [redwood, oak, etc] tree. What would you say it’s mostly made of? There’s certainly water in 
there, and minerals pulled up from the soil. But for the most part – it’s carbon! 

Trees keep carbon locked up for long periods of time - they’re big and they live a long time! Shrubs and woody 
perennials too. They store carbon in their biomass - both above and below the soil surface in their leaves, branches, 
trunks, stems and roots. Perennials, or plants that live longer than one growing season, have deeper root systems 
than annual plants - this allows them to deposit carbon deep in the soil and create better habitat for soil life. As a 
general rule, these woodier plants are better at drawing down carbon. 

Native species, like this [oak/ceanothus/etc] coevolved here over millennia with all the other species of this 
ecosystem - including the soil life! They know how to work together to exchange carbon and other nutrients 
efficiently. Native plants are also better adapted to survive stress events, like drought and fire, because their 
ancestors have been doing it here for so many generations - it’s part of who they are! 

Some scientists believe that ecosystems with higher biodiversity store more carbon. What we know for sure is that 
healthier plants are better at drawing down carbon, and diverse ecosystems are more resilient to stress and shocks 
like drought or disease. So instead of a garden full of just [ceanothus], mix it up! There are many native and adaptive 
species you can plant for a beautiful, water-wise and carbon rich garden.  

[About 1:35min] 

Imagery: native trees, shrubs and perennials; drought and fire imagery; hand weeding;  

 

Video Title - Water Properly 

Script: Just like humans, our gardens perform better when they are well hydrated. But how do you make sure your 
plants and soil are receiving the right amount of water? Start with selecting the right plant for the right place. Using 
local California native plants in your garden is a great way to conserve water, but at minimum you should avoid any 
high water-use plants. It’s a lot easier to water plants evenly if you group plants with similar water needs together -- 
low with low, moderate with moderate. Install a water efficient drip irrigation system that provides plants with the 
right amount of water, right where they need it - the rootzone. This is a lot easier if you’ve grouped your plants by 
their water needs. Watering by hand is also a great method as long as you don’t over or under water. 
 



Healthy plants that receive the correct amount of water help draw down carbon and break up soil, creating more 
pockets of air that can be filled with water when the rains come. 
 
Protecting your soil is just as important for hydration as using the right plants and providing the right amount of 
water. Protecting your soil is also protecting the precious water you’ve applied. We can’t stress enough the 
importance of covering your soil with 2 or more inches of mulch; this reduces evaporation and helps the soil hold 
more water. As this mulch breaks down it provides nutrient and carbon rich compost which helps maintain soil life 
– which in turn helps maintain plant health. 
 
So remember, the right plant, right amount of water, and a yearly application of mulch leads to carbon rich and well 
hydrated soil!    
 
[About 1:35min] 
 
Image: images of low water use vs. moderate or high water plants; drip systems, sprinkler spraying sidewalk; 
hydrozone to show grouping of plants by water type; sample native plant landscapes, applying mulch around 
existing plants; squeezing soil in hands to show moisture content; 
 

Video Title - Close the Loops  

Script: Not all materials are created equally. Creating materials like cement requires releasing massive amounts of 
carbon into the air. Others, like store bought compost, aren’t so resource intensive to make, but may have been 
transported by truck from a long ways away – which also releases a lot of carbon into the air.  

Instead of a cement walkway, you could make a path with local arbor mulch. Compost you make at home prevents 
a lot of carbon – and methane, another powerful greenhouse gas – from being released into the air. Same goes for 
the leaves that fall on your garden, roof, sidewalks and driveway. By repurposing or recycling them on site as either 
mulch or fodder for your compost, they don’t need to be trucked away, either! Composting at home is easy - for 
both your yard trimmings and your kitchen scraps! Check out the resource in the description below for composting 
at home.  

You can even try growing your own plants from seeds or cuttings to avoid the carbon emissions tied to transporting 
plants long distances. Now, if there are things you can’t get or make from your own garden, try to buy locally 
produced and sourced materials. Support your local nurseries! Better yet, check in with your community to see if 
anyone has materials to share, or maybe you have something to trade!  

[About 1:20min] 

Imagery: examples of hardscaping i.e. cement, impermeable surfaces; examples of permeable pathways - quarry 
fines/mulch/leaves; compost; Recology truck; free pile; plant propagation 

 

Video Title - Ditch the Synthetics; Go Natural 

Script: In a forest, plants get all the fertilization and nutrients they need without humans trucking in a bunch of 
extra materials. For the most part, the plants and other creatures self-manage pests and “weeds,” and no one is 
showing up to cart away waste. Our gardens can become healthy ecosystems like this, too. This saves us money and 
time, and it reduces the amount of carbon we release into the air as CO2 - but there’s more to it than that.  

The use of fertilizers can have short term benefits for your plants, but it also disrupts the balance of soil life. In the 
long run you’ll need more and more fertilizer to get your plants the nutrients that they need to thrive, like nitrogen, 
potassium and phosphorus. These products that come from outside your garden ecosystem can run off into our 



creeks, the Russian River and the Pacific Ocean, which causes tons of problems - including lowering the amount of 
carbon that these ecosystems are drawing down.  

And then there’s pesticides - these poisons have strong negative impacts on the health of soil life, birds, fish and 
animals - including humans. The more we disrupt the balance of an ecosystem, for example by introducing poisons 
to the soil, the more carbon ends up in the air rather than stored safely in the soil. Plus - many synthetic fertilizers 
and pesticides are made with fossil fuels!  

Healthy, carbon rich soils and gardens are more resistant to pests and need fewer inputs. So skip the synthetic 
additives and work with your carbon garden ecosystem, not against it.  

 
 

 

 


